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IEEE P1596, die Scalable Coherent Interface (formerly known 
at SupcrBus) it bu«d on experience gained during the develop-
mentof Fat tbus (IEEE 960), Fututtbua (IEEE 896.1) and other 
modern 32-bit buses. SCI goals include a minimum bandwidth 
of 1 GByte/iec per processor, efficient rapport of a coherent 
distribuled-csche image of ihared memory; and rapport for seg
mentation, bu> repeaten and general switched iiucrconnectjons 
like Banyan, Omega, or full crowbar networks. 
To achieve then ambitioua goal*, SCI must sacrifice the 
iinmedietehandsludcechsracteristie of the present generation of 
buses in favorof a packet-like split-cycle protocol. Wire-ORs, 
broadcasts, and even ordinary passive bus structures are to be 
avoided. However, a lower performance (1 GByte/sec per 
backplane instead of per processor) implementation using a 
register insertion ring architecture on • passive "backplane" 
appears to be possible using the same interface as for die more 
costly switch networks. 

TWs paper ptesentsasummaryofcunrntdirectionj, and reports 
the status of the work in progress. 

SuperBui a the working name adopted by a Study Group under 
the auspices of the Microprocessor Standards Committee of the Tech
nical Committee on Mini and Microcomputers in the IEEE Computer 
Society. The SuperBui Study Croup considered (beginning in Novem
ber 198?) the need for and feasibility of a very high performance 
"backplane bus," to be at least an order of magnitude more powerful 
than the existing standard buses. 

Examination of the physical and logical constraints such a system 
must meet in order lo be successful led to a new name, SCI (Scalable 
Coherent Interface), because it became clear that traditional bus struc-
CureawouldnotbeiHetomeetthedemandsofthenextdecadei thereal 
goal is to interconnect many powerful processors productively, so that 
the total power of a system can be increaud by merely adding more 
processors. Our examination of the needs for compute power to handle 
Teal engineering problems (e.g. aerodynamic simulation or simulation 
of large circuit designs) or physio problems (e.g. ever* reconstruction 
m dse Superconducting Supercollider) showed that a single bus, even 
at 1 GByte/sec, would be completely inadequate. Many buses (segmen
tation fbrparaIIelisrn)jomed by selective repeaters would be necessary. 
Or, more likely, no buses at all, but rather some more general mtercon-
nection rwhaniini 

Mary architectures which would be perfectly satisfactory for a 
single bus become ugly or impractical for assemblages of multiple 
buses: »£„ they do not scale well. Thus "Scalable" reflects our 
constraint that the system besmoothly extensible. "Coherenl"refers to 
our requirement for a distributed cache-memory coherence mecha
nism, similar in concept to thel developed for the Futurebus, which can 
greatly reduce the performance cost of inttvproces sor communication. 

* Work supported by * the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-ACQ3-76SF0O515. 

"Interface" reflects die generality of our specification, which permits a 
given module to connect to an unspecified generalized interconnection 
mechanism, which might be a twitching nstwork of any of various 
kinds, a passive "backplane" forming a register insertion ring, or 
conceivably even an active bus (i.e. transceivers directly on the 
backplane), 

The SCI candardizuion project was authorized ty the IEEE 
Standards Board in October 1988, and was assigned the number P1596. 

What are the Prnhlwni? 
Present bus systems are running close to (and in some cases 

slightly beyond) physics limits; one cannot speed diem up much by 
turning up die clock frequency or increasing transceiver spied or 
power, unless one shortens diem correspondingly. For example, die 
Next machine uses NuB us (IEEE 1196) protocols at 25 MHz, 2 j times 
the 1196 dock rate, but allows only four sockets instead of die 1196 's 
sixteen. If a bus is short enough and is lightly loaded, transceiver and 
logic speeds do dominate among its various limits, and to its clock rate 
can be increased. 

The fundamental physics limits are die speed of light, which 
limits die propagation velocity of signals and thus adds delay to 
hendshakes; die capacitance of connectors and transceivers, which so 
disturbs a bussed eigna! transmission line dial die "ideal transmission 
Imetnodd"is every poor approximation indeed; andskew,differences 
in propagation time among s number of parallel signals which threatens 
to blur die boundary between successive data items. 

Other physics problems, such at crosstalk between adjacent 
signals, are much easier to deal with and have become more economic 
dtan fundamental. Distribution of power and ground (nontrivial in die 
face of very rapid changes of current flow) is also in this category, and 
so is cooling. 

There are also non-physical (logical?) problems. For example. 
whenmany processors operate inparallel to solve a given problem, diey 
need to be able to communicate efficiently widi one ano titer in order to 
share resources or to divide die work. This intercommunication can be 
a significant bottleneck, perhaps using a large traction at die system 
bandwidth just accessing one shared semaphore variable over andover. 
Furthermore, fast processors require fast local storage, so they need 
feirownlocalcopiesofdiia,sonwofwhichiieedstobethared. These 
local "cached" copies create logical problems if they are modified, 
because the various copies can become different or incoherent. Some
how, when one processor modifies data which odier processon are 
using, theotherprocessors have to be notified dial dieir local copies are 
no longer valid so dial they can get a fresh copy. 

The cache coherency mechanism developed for Futurebus (and 
no w being adapted lo Faslbus) requires each cache controller to observe 
all other traffic in die system in order to determine whether some of its 
owndaumigrUafTectCT be affected Irydicctirrentb-js operation. Such 
a scheme cannot be generalized to highly parallel systems. (In fact it 
cannot generally work across Fastbus Segment Interconnects, so coher
ency domains are limited U. Jingle segments—though there may be 
multiple such domains, which may intercommunicate via more explicit 
mechanisms such as message protocols.) 
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Hmr»fl]SCI»dY,H«nir nMMn«? 

Tbe thued traninuMOO linet which fotro butet tre extremely 
difficult to improve beyond what Futurebus and Faatbua have done. 
The molt pncticalwey to do belter would be louse en active backplane, 
whfchh«itnOTKaverchfj» connected direcUyto the trin«mij«ionlii!e« 
with no connccton or tubs tetween. Thii would minimize the 
capacitance, end would ttiult in uniform and com tarn loading which 
would make itpotsible to compennie for the loading and significantly 
improve die trantmiitxm line behavior. The connectors would be 
between the modules and the transceivers, so the presence or absence 
of a particular module would have no effect on the transmission line 
loading. 

This active backplane scheme could alio make live insertion and 
removal feasible, if module power is controlled by the backplane. 
However, most customer* find the active backplane frightenfeig be
cause of the difficulty of replacing it if a failure should occur and thus 
ithasreceivedlUUe support so far. Not eU backplane physics problems 
are solved by this mechanism: the wire-OR glitch would still create 
delays whenever roultiplfc drivers sie permitted to be acliveon a single 
lin^ and bus tum-amund(changing 6^cmedriveru>another, as when 
changing from read to write or when changing mastership) would 
require delays for similar reasons. 

Furthermore, a bat is inherently a bottleneck because it is shared 
by loo many processors. Processor throughput is so high even today 
that a few processors c*n saturate any bus. Heavy loading subjects the 
users to long waits, slowing the whole system. 

Therefore SCI has opted 10 drop the but mechanism in favor of 
high speed unidirectional links. Two models are being supported for 
using these links. The high performance (and high cost) model uses the 
links to communicate between the module and 4 fast switch network, 
resulting in oncGigiByie/iecpermodule, Alowerperfbmancemodel 
connects die input and output links of adjacent modules to form a 
register insertion ring, which can be implemented in printed wiring on 
a passive backplane structure at low cost but results in only one Gige-
Byte/sec throughput per backplane. 

Since even this tow-con version 1c still much faster than any 
ousting backplane bus system, it seems attractive especially aa a 
transition model over the abort term as processors proliferate and costs 
decrease. 

Our hope it to irtndndiif on one module which can operate 
equally well in eidier environment, so that pmceejont from many 
vendoK can be developed and used effectively in small quantities 
initially, and thenbemovedmtoaswitchenvininmenlunclunged when 
switches become available or necessary or economical for the given 
application. Thisprovidesaneadyunfccwidedupgiadepadiforsysiem 
growth, and should create an attractive market for the manufacturer 
(high volume) and for the user (tow cost due to high volume and 
competition among manufacturers). 

lMiditectkm»llinkseffectivelyrtmoveu^tpeed-of-li#>tb«ii^ 
to system growth: the system size and clock rate are decoupled, and 
th»Tt are no cycle-by-cycle handshakes. Physical signalling problems 
are greatly simplified because there is always one driver and one 
receiver,atoppositeendsofthelink. Signals operate steadily whether 
there is data flowing or not, which makes it easy to use phase locked 
loops for data extraction if desired (there is no start-up preamble 
required). That would make it possible to eliminate skew completely 
by encoding dock timing with each data bit transmitted, although we 
do not flunk una will be necessary yet at our initial 1 GigaByte/see 
transmission rate. 

We expect to use a central clock as a frequency reference so that 
only phase arms have to be compensated for during data extraction. 
Differential signalling, probably ECL but perhaps current steering 
driven instead, results in constant current flow between connected 
modules, enormously simplifying the ground distribution problem 
compared to noimal buses. 

We plan to uses narrow 16-bit data path at 2 its/word (2S0 MHz 
clock, both edges active), to control the interface IC pin-count problem 
and make switch elements more practical Note that 'differential' 
implies 2 pint per signal, and 'unidirectional' implies 2 links, one for 
input and one for output, to we are talking about 64 pins minimum for 
each SCI interface circuit just on its fast end. A circuit for making 
switch networks must have at least twice that many, and preferably four 
or eight limes, so the importance of a narrow data path becomes 
obvious. Actually, the 16 data bits will be accompanied by a clock, a 
flag bit, and probably a parity bit, so the numbers are somewhat larger 
than staled above. Modern ECL circuits appear to be able to handle 
point-to-point transfers at these data rates, but some care will be 
required with, layout and connectors. 

We ere addressing the logical problems in several ways, dying to 
keep die system efficient by appropriate choiceof protocols and Dying 
to prevent starvation or deadlocks by providing forward-progress 
mechanisms and doubled queues (which prevent requests 60m block
ing responses). 

We are developing a cache coherence mechanism which main-
tainaadisoibuted directory of useisofeach data item, so that only those 
wtecareluvewbenotifiedwhenihireddattitmodifitd By storing 
this directory at Iinked-Ust pointers in each participating cache, the 
storage required does not have to be prea&oeated and there is no 
intrinsic limit 10 growth. The proposed mechanism seems simple 
enoujhthatitahouldworit,bulitisnottrivial. Wemustcarefully check 
ct*7KT cases, suchsswhathappeni if one node decides to remove itself 
just as another is trying to add itself onto the list Additional system 
traffic is required for maintaining coherence, but it is proportional to the 
information transfer traffic (about double for cached items). This 
seems a reasonable cost in exchange for the much larger factor of 
parallelism it makes possible, and for moving spin-waits into caches. 

f-nnrlndra 

The SCI project it moving rapidly, aid hat attracted participants 
from many of the bjgh-perfofmance computer companies. The pro
posed signslling mechanisms appear to be technically feasible (though 
nolcmtirelylrivud).anduterearipeartoejiistlogicalprou>colswhichare 
compatible with our goals. 

The next phase will be a more careful study of the effects of 
various compromises and optimizations that could be applied to our 
logical protocols, and the selection of suitable connectors end packag
ing mechanisms. There is alotofworktobedone,buttheenthusiasm 
level it high and progress has been rapid, so we are optimistic that we 
can achieve a workable specification in record time. 

If you would like to participate in this work, or if you would like 
more detailed information, please contact die author: 
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